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The complete and â€œcharmingâ€• (Gourmet) collection of deliciously old-fashioned and deeply

satisfying recipes from everyoneâ€™s favorite New York City cupcake bakery.Ever since the original

Magnolia Bakery opened its doors in 1996, people have lined up day and night to satisfy their sugar

cravingsâ€”and this book is Magnoliaâ€™s comprehensive guide to making all of their beloved

desserts, including their home-style cupcakes, layer cakes, banana pudding, and other treats.

Illustrated with color and black-and-white photographs that capture the daily life of the bakery, The

Complete Magnolia Bakery Cookbook shows you how to make their famous banana pudding,

sinfully rich buttercream icing and red velvet cake, and dozens more irresistible desserts.Note : This

book has got a "Rough-Cut" binding, which is why the sides are irregularly cut. It is not a kind of

manufacturing defect, rather it a kind of binding used to give an antique look to the books
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Let me explain... if you're a fan of the previous two books, like I am, chances are you already own

them and bake from them often. My family enjoys the treats from this bakery so much that when I

saw they had a new book, of course my husband gave it to me for Christmas. Well, I'm sorry to say

it went back for a refund. Now, don't get me wrong, the recipes are as delicious as ever, it's just that

it's practically the same two previous books just made into one! The same recipes, even the very

same photos. There just wasn't enough new material to warrant buying this new book. So many

repeats of the other books AND of the recipes in this book itself as well as the fact that they didn't

more or less imply this in the description or blurbs, just makes me think that they were trying to



make a quick buck off of the fans.However, if you're trying out the Magnolia recipes for the first time,

then definitely go for it.

I saw this cookbook in a bookstore and promptly purchased it off  that evening. I have since made

several items in the cookbook and have enjoyed most of them (although, surprisingly not the

cupcakes. Mine turned out dry. I'll keep trying though). The brownies I've tried have been

spectacular and they did not last long at all. I really only have two complaints: First, none of the

pictures line up. There are several pictures of treats, but you won't find them on the same page (or

even near the same page) as the recipe. So if you see a picture you like, you have to scramble to

find the recipe. Not a big deal, but slightly annoying. My second, and most significant, complaint is

that the recipes repeat themselves! Page 91 and 97- same vanilla cupcake/vanilla birthday cake

recipe. Page 92 and 98 same Devil's food cake recipe and another Devil's food on 104 that's only

slightly different. 108/112 same chocolate cake recipe. And on and on. Sometimes the recipe is

named with an icing (i.e., Devil's Food cake with Seven Minute Icing) and the icing is on a different

page as well. I suppose I could see giving variations on the same page (i.e., "to make cupcakes do

this:" "to make a 3 layer cake do this") but I don't understand why they decided to list the same

recipes multiple times. I think that's in poor taste and it definitely discourages me from buying

another Magnolia Bakery cookbook. If they ran out of recipes in one, why would I purchase a

second one?

I have previously purchased the other two Magnolia cookbooks, and just recently got this one....only

to find out it's the SAME recipes that are in their other two cookbooks - and the same photos from

the previous books.What a rip off!!! This book is going back for a refund!If you have the other

Magnolia books - don't waste your money on this one.

After reading negative reviews of this book, I compared the table of contents from both The

Magnolia Bakery and More from Magnolia Bakery Cookbooks to this book's table of contents and

found every single recipe from both cookbooks are indeed included in this one book. While I

completely agree with reviewers who felt this is a rip-off if you own both previous books (which I do

and I almost bought this one), it should be noted that the title of this book is The COMPLETE

Magnolia Bakery Cookbook. The front flap description does state this book is a comprehensive

collection of recipes from the bakery in honor of the bakery's 10th anniversary, however, no where

does it state that this book is simply a combination of every recipe from both previous cookbooks. In



my opinion, omitting this key piece of information is being intentionally misleading, a tad dishonest,

and definitely an attempt to make a few more quick bucks. In my comparison I did not find even one

new recipe in this book. If you own both previous Magnolia Bakery cookbooks, don't waste your

money or your shelf space on this one. I would recommend this book only to someone who does

not own the first two.

I love to bake and I do it very often. When my fiance and I went to NYC, we had to visit Magnolia

Bakery. I loved their banana pudding and wanted to try to make some myself. I was worried when I

ordered the book that the recipes were going to be fancy and very complicated, but to my surprise

they were all relatively easy. It is pretty much great recipes that are easy to make and taste

amazing! This book was COMPLETELY worth it!

My husband and I love to bake and have made several things in this cookbook. The cupcakes are

the best ever! The ingredients are easy to find and the recipes are not complex. I recommend this

cookbook to everyone who likes to bake.

If you don't actually own any of the previous magnolia cookbooks, you'll find this one is PERFECT.

Fantastic recipes, from frostings and cakes to muffins and cookies. I use the cream cheese recipe in

here as my go-to frosting recipe.Honestly, the book is great. It's a great staple for my recipe library

and the recipes range in difficulty from easy to hard. If you don't have this in your cupboard, then I

would make sure it gets there!!

I have made several recipes from these book and all have turned out excellent, much better than

any desserts I ever baked before. I made the oatmeal muffins, the peaches and cream pie, the

cream cheese icing, the pumpkin bars, the chocolate chip cookies, and the apple pie crust. I find the

directions very easy to follow, and the techniques, while not difficult, are precisely described so that

your baking comes out perfectly. I am really more of a cook than a baker, and I appreciate directions

like, "on the medium speed of a mixer, beat the mixture for 3 minutes." It is so much easier to follow

than something like, "Beat until it becomes thick." They really tested these recipes well.
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